
Streamline clinical data collection and
management with EvokeConnect

DataLink can help by bringing quality and risk together,
breaking down silos and helping locate data you may be missing

With EvokeConnect, we have the ability to connect with 95% of your provider 
network, seamlessly accessing richer, more accurate data to bring true 
interoperability to your organization.

Rapid installation
With an e�icient, proven implementation and omit process, you’ll 
begin receiving valuable data within as little as 30 days of launch.

One chart, one charge per year
No more paying for the same member chart multiple times in a year. 
All charts are stored and updated when new chart data is available.

Reduce administrative burden
Data flows smoothly from the EHR into standardized data submission 
files for CMS and NCQA, freeing up resources to have greater impact 
on your program.

Prospective gap closure
Get valuable data earlier in the year, so you’re not wasting 
valuable resources chasing charts at the end of the year.

Safety and security 
With our HITRUST certification and SOC2 Type 2 attestation, and 
by using FHIR, HL7, and secure retrieval and data encryption, 
data is always protected.
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Break down data silos with DataLink
You may be missing or have conflicting data and we can help. Seamlessly 
access data inside a chart in near real-time for both quality management 

and risk score accuracy. Break down silos, save time, and reduce expenses.
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Ensure risk accuracy
Access accurate data and gain valuable insights to improve risk 
adjustment accuracy and improve both HCC recapture and 
reimbursement rates.

Reduce chart chasing
Access critical clinical data often missed in the claim process 
to avoid potential errors in risk adjustment.

Accelerate and improve HCC recapture 

HEDIS®, STAR Ratings, state-specific measures
Use EHR data to improve performance by closing gaps for 
HEDIS, state-specific, and other quality measures important 
to your organization.

We’re DAV certified
Our Data Aggregator Validation certification ensures that 
all charts through our platform won’t need primary 
source verification.

Close quality gaps

Why
DataLink

20+ years supporting healthcare organizations
100% NCQA certified for all HEDIS measures
95% EHR connectivity


